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Introduce the Bad Seed story to students. Read the book all the way through and 
see if they can come up with any questions they have. We will focus learning to ask 

questions about our reading and characters this week. 

We will practice subitizing this week using a series of dot cards. Students will practice looking at the dots 
and counting them without pointing to each individual dot. We will also talk about why this is important 

and how knowing patterns in numbers will help us.  
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Being by setting the purpose today. Teach student what a character is and show 
them the poster that descried characters. Flip through the book and try and find 

different characters in the story. 

Today we will play a game called dots around the world. The teacher will put down a card and the 
student to count the dots first will advance, if they count them wrong, they will join the circle again. 
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 With support if needed, students will cut and sort the characters vs no way 

activities determining which pictures show a character and which do not.  
Students will get a dot card and independently count the dots then write down the number and glue it 

to their journal.  
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We are going to discuss how the bad seed in the story started off making bad 
choices at the beginning of the book but by the end of the book they made better 

choices. Write down some ways they changed.  

Students will do subitizing dot frames by cutting and pasting the numbers to match the dots. 
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Using a sentence stem, students will fill out a personal connection to the story 
about how they have changed their actions before.  

Doth math/art: On a sheet of construction paper, students will make an image using only bingo marker 
dabbers to create dots. We will display these around the room so others can count our dots.  

 


